INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE
Prior to use, please read and understand these instructions!
Please take the following safety measures before and during use:

Wear protective gloves (provided in the kit) and safety
glasses or goggles when mixing and pouring Kongcrete.
Keep out of the reach of children!
Kongcrete is for outside use only! Never use inside and use
only as stated in these instructions.
Always keep Kongcrete kits at 65ºF - 75ºF (18ºC - 23ºC) for at least two hours
before using. If the kits are used at lower temperatures, mixing time will be
longer, the kits will take longer to set and will produce less volume. At higher
temperatures, the kits will set much faster, lowering mixing and working
time and will produce a higher volume, weaker composite.

Make sure your project is prepared properly before you mix and use
Kongcrete!

Dig the hole to the right depth (60 cm - 90 cm). Put the post into
the hole. Level the post and make sure it cannot move. If you
use the Large Kit for more than one post, make sure all posts
are prepared and the distance between the posts is not too far.
Kongcrete will start to expand 25 seconds after mixing!
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Remove the cap from the Large
bottle and pour the contents of
the small bottle into the large
bottle. You can use the spoutcap to avoid spilling. (when
using the spoutcap, squeeze
the small bottle to accelerate
the pouring)
Replace the cap back on the
large bottle immediately and
shake well for a maximum of 15
seconds. DO NOT EXCEED
MIXING TIME AS BOTTLE MAY
RUPTURE! Expansion starts 25
seconds after mixing.
Remove the cap immediately
after mixing and pour the
Kongcrete onto the post but
evenly around the hole. The
Kongcrete will expand and rise
up and around the post and
set hard in approximately 3
minutes.

After Kongcrete sets, any
excess can be removed by
cutting with a utility knife.

Please turnover for the Instructions before Use

